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Remains of pit trap lines for reindeer, 
moose, and red deer are widespread
in Norway
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X = Location of Kvikneskogen reindeer pit-trap
lines - a natural migration bottleneck between
summer and winter pastures.
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A deer trapping pit on Deeside?
Photo: David Hetherington
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Circles: Main concentrations of known pit-trap
lines for reindeer in southern Norway.

Dots: Known mass trapping constructions.

A mass trapping construction. Dots are rows of post holes revealed by 
archaeological investigation. A modern road and power line are indicated.
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Sami semi-domestic reindeer pastoralism in N. Norway 
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History of cervids in Norway

• Before Bronze Age (5000 years ago): Moose, red deer, roe deer common in woodlands throughout
country, though apparently no red deer N of Arctic Circle. Reindeer above conifer treeline throughout.

• Moose disappear from coastal west Norway about this time, probably because extensive woodland 
removed due to agriculture and grazing.

• By 1274 considered necessary to – attempt - to regulate hunting (Law of Magnus Lagabøter). 
Trapping installations regulated, hunting moose on skis forbidden.

• Kristian IV’s law of 1604 introduces regulation for red deer and moose; however all landowners have 
right to take two deer a year. By this period, Norway is a country of many ‘odaller’ (freehold family
farmstead) landowners. Each odaller was required by law to own a musket, powder, and ammunition. 

• 1730s-40s: strong resistance to attempts by Dano-Norwegian crown to regulate hunting (including 3 
year ban on all moose hunting); attempts abandoned in 1744.

• At the beginning of the 19th century population increase was rapid. The great majority lived on the 
land and access to to weapons and traps was general. Resistance to any regulation was strong. 
Populations of all cervids except reindeer were very low; and reindeer (which live in remoter areas) 
strongly depressed.

• «Everyone has considered himself entitled to kill and trap game at any time, and in whatever way he
most desired or was capable of, or in other words, he has been a complete beast of plunder» (Halvor 
Rasch to the Norwegian Parliament, 1845). 



c.1900:

Red deer ‘low hundreds’ total, in c.6 small
isolated groups along the west coast. 

Moose: c. 5000 in eastern Norway only. 

Roe deer: extinct. 

Wild reindeer: confined to southern Norway, 
in danger of extinction. Populations
increasingly fragmented by road, railways, 
and other infrastructure.
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20th century

• 1899: Hunting law passed by Norwegian Parliament introducing landowner ownership
of hunting rights and setting (very short) close seasons. Controversial and ineffective; 
deer populations remain low.

• 1946: Hunting associations invited to recommend a new hunting system, in 
atmosphere of postwar consensus.

• 1951: Hunting Law passed, establishing modern monitoring and quota-based, licence-
funded hunting system, with rights to the quota owned by landowners.

• 1981: Wildlife Law passed, replacing the Hunting Law and integrating hunting and 
nature protection law. «Wildlife and their living areas shall be managed in such a 
manner as to preserve the productivity and species richness of nature. Within this
framework, game may be harvested for the purpose of land-use income and outdoor
recreation» Protection is general unless specific provision is made for harvesting, and 
hunting is regulated within this framework. Exposing animals including game to 
unnecessary suffering is prohibited, and hunting must be conducted so as to pose no
risk to humans, livestock, or property.
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Wild reindeer extinct in N. 
Norway since 19th century.

20th century attempts to 
establish reindeer herding in 
non-Sami areas of S. Norway 
largely abandoned by 1970s; 
most stocks returned to a wild
state, or mixed with always-wild
populations. 
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The modern Scandinavian population spread
naturally from a small group surviving at the 
southern tip of Sweden in the mid 19th century.
Source: Bjørneraas et al 2012
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1900: 
c. 5000, in 
eastern
Norway only
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• 1949 levels sufficient to inhibit
woodland regeneration

• 1969 levels allowed woodland 
to regenerate from an 
unwooded state

• Later increases in metabolic
biomass of herbivores were not 
sufficient to inhibit woodland 
regeneration over time

• Even though proportion of 
browse in overall herbivore diet 
increased

• This appears to have been due 
to increased levels of 
regeneration (ie, more 
seedlings), plus soil
development (ground more 
fertile)

• NB minimum pressures 1969, 
but rate of woodland spread
apparently peaking now (2010s)

• Probably related to availability
of seed source, plus soil
development effects . However, 
research would be useful.
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Hunting in modern Norway
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Social and economic
background
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Norway – a hunting culture
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• Voluntary hunting and angling associations are established at national, regional, and local level
• They have about 120 000 members
• They do much of the training work
• They participate in framing hunting regulations with the authorities
• They are a significant political lobby group
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Hunting has an important social role in Norway
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Hunting is a significant source of income for 
forest landowners
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Forest landownership and so income from deer
hunting is widespread

•119600 woodland proprietors in 2008 (Total population: 4.9 million)
•Average property 58 hectares ’productive woodland’*
•97% of owners private individuals
•80% of area owned by private individuals
•20% of area owned by forestry companies, state, etc.

*definition:  area with annual growth of woody mass >1m3/ha
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• Carcass weights, 
body condition, and 
calving % all started to 
decline in recent years, 
due to incipient 
competition for food.

This indicated
populations had risen
to a point beyond the
optimal for harvest
purposes, and an 
animal welfare issue

• Reducing road
accident risks.

• Reducing negative
impacts on forestry
and agriculture.

Reasons for recent
managed reductions
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Management system -Basics

• Wildlife in Norway, including wild deer, is not owned by anyone (as 
in Scotland).

• But the hunting rights are owned by landowners (as in Scotland).

• Hunting quotas for deer are set by government.

• These quotas may be used by the landowner, or sold by them in a 
free market.

• But the landowner remains responsible for ensuring that the quota
is not significantly underachieved, even if he sells the hunting
rights.

• The core of the system is therefore a partnership of government, 
landowners, and hunters, each with a defined role.
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Who does what? 
1. Central Government

• The Norwegian Environment 
Agency oversees the 
regulation of the system

• It determines and finances 
research and monitoring 
requirements 

• It determines the normal 
hunting seasons

• It owns a comprehensive 
website on deer, their 
hunting, and their 
management (the website is 
run by NINA): 
http://hjortevilt.no/

http://hjortevilt.no/
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2. Regional Government

The fylke (Province): 

• gives guidance on population management at 
a regional level in accordance with wider 
societal goals such as biodiversity, prevention 
of overgrazing, and road safety

• oversees coordination among hunting rights 
owners and local councils, so as to attain 
regional management goals
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3. Local Government

The kommune (local authority) has the authority and responsibility:

• to manage local harvest levels in accordance with overall regional goals

• to direct harvest levels at a local level with regard to minimizing conflicts 
with e.g. traffic safety, biodiversity, woodland regeneration, agriculture, and 
public enjoyment of nature. 

• To establish defined hunting ‘valds’ – mapped areas in which hunting takes 
place

• Issues final harvest quotas for each ‘vald’, in the form of e.g. ‘three male 
and two female red deer’

• These are usually set at a level at which the actual yield reaches target; 
normally the total quota needs to be rather larger than the actual target for 
this to be achieved. 

• May extend the usual hunting season

• Must report quota levels and actual harvests to the National Deer Register. 

• Section 9 of the Forest Law of 2005 mandates that kommunes investigate 
deer damage to woodland regeneration and incorporate this in harvest 
management planning.
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4. Landowners

• Landowners apply for a ‘vald’, a defined area of land for which a named individual is responsible for 

relations with the authorities. They may band together in a group if their property is too small for a 

single vald.

• If they do not (which is rare), a vald can be imposed on them; or their land becomes a ‘reservoir’, 

permitting larger quotas elsewhere.

• A population management plan for up to 5 years ahead is obligatory and can be for one or more 

(contiguous) valds. It must specify annual harvests (males and females by age group). The 

authorities must approve these plans. In practice there is cooperation/negotiation when plans are 

being prepared.

• Landowners may then use the quota themselves, or sell part or all of it.

• Landowners remain responsible for achieving the quota (and so usually structure prices to 

encourage hunters to make the full quota).

• Each vald must report annually offtake levels broken down by age and sex, within 14 days of the 

end of the hunting season. These are publically available in the National Deer Register.
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5. Hunters

• Must pass a written exam on hunting law and 
regulation, species identification, and 
firearms safety. They must also pass a test of 
shooting accuracy every year at an approved 
firing range. 

• Purchase an annual Hunter’s Fee Card from 
the central government. This is separate 
from any fees paid to the owner of hunting 
rights. 

• Provide specified animal parts (typically one 
side of the lower jaw) for verification of 
harvest levels, population monitoring, and 
research purposes.

• Hunters also pay tag fees for each moose or 
red deer harvested to the kommune 
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6. Police and National Nature 
Inspectorate

• Both organisations 
have a legal right to 
inspect hunters in 
the field (to check 
licences, etc.)

• This may be 
delegated to hunting 
monitors from the 
kommune
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Conflicts : Road and rail collisions
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Deer killed by cars or trains 1990-2010

Capreolus capreolus

Alces alces

Cervus elaphus
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Mitigation:
Roadside
fencing
with
deer
passage
bridges/
underpasses.

Effectiveness of 
crossings is highly
variable and 
causes of 
variation
complex
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Mitigation: Clearing roadside vegetation
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Mitigation: directed hunting

• Reduce overall population in area

• Larger quotas in areas near roads

• Decided at kommune level in consultation with all local
stakeholders
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Road and railway collision mortality of 
moose and red deer, 2008-2014
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Conflicts: forestry damage

• Variable regionally
• Only practical method for reducing forestry damage is deer population regulation
• Needs balanced with income from hunting/sales of deer meat. 
• Personal recreation through hunting and non-monetary income through consumption of 

deer meat shot are also typically significant to the landowner
• Is managed locally through the hunting system at kommune level
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Summary

• The management system is complex and has developed over many years.

• It works, in part, because it is part of a strong culture of the use of nature 
in Norway, important to the Norwegian sense of identity.

• And also because the system is widely considered fair and equitable (e.g. 

Hoffmann & Flø 2016).

• Deer are a significant asset, as well as causing some conflicts – particularly
damage to forestry and collisions with vehicles.

• Population regulation is almost always done through the hunting system.

• The major day-to-day decisions are made at local government level (the 
kommune) in consultation with landowners, hunters, and other local
stakeholders. In country districts these have populations of only a few
thousand and are part of a long-established rural society.

• This facilitates consensus-based local management, BUT is informed by a 
detailed framework of national law and regulation.

• It is also informed by solid data on harvests and population structure and 
condition, analysed by the central government and publically available on
comprehensive internet sites (https://www.hjorteviltregisteret.no/) 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1523908X.2016.1188371
https://www.hjorteviltregisteret.no/
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Data: Highlands James Hutton Institute; Norway: www.hjortevilt.no

*Gralloched, 
head & lower
limbs removed. 
In Scotland, 
with skin on; in 
Norway with
skin removed. 

*

http://www.hjortevilt.no/
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Data: Highlands James Hutton Institute; Norway: www.hjortevilt.no; UK farmed University of Bangor 

UK farmed
deer are
largely
descended
from Highland
stock

http://www.hjortevilt.no/
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Game management research indicates yearlings provide
the best index of population condition: http://www.hjortevilt.no/

Sources: 
James Hutton Institute
Forestry Commission
University of Bangor
Hjorteviltregisteret

Red deer dressed carcass
weights, yearlings

http://www.hjortevilt.no/
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Year given is year hunting season began (ie 2011 = 2011-12 hunting season)



Degree to which
imported red deer
impacted genetic
composition of 
Scottish red deer
disputed (though on
Rum and Islay, 
populations mainly
derive from English 
park stock).

Scottish-stock red 
deer moved to 
English deer parks 
and to New Zealand 
reach Norwegian/ 
English park weights
in two generations
(1st generation
affected by maternal 
size)



• Red deer are the main deer species hunted
in the Highlands and in SW Norway.

• The two areas are closely similar in climate, 
geology,  and landforms.

• Both used to be strongly deforested.
• Woodland in red deer areas of SW Norway 

now regenerates by natural means.
• While woodland in red deer areas of the

Highlands generally does not.
• Red deer offtake in deer hunting areas, per 

unit area, is similar in the two regions.
• How does Norway achieve the same 

harvest levels per unit area as Scotland, but
still get woodland regeneration?

• The key to understanding this is the higher
offtake levels in Norway.

• Population densities are lower, allowing
regeneration, but harvests are sustainably
higher per unit area, in both venison weight
and trophy head quality terms.

• This is because red deer in SW Norway and 
elsewhere are very much larger than in the
Highlands (and this is not for genetic
reasons).

• And because well-nourished deer breed
more rapidly, and non-hunting deaths (eg
winter starvation) are rare.

• The result is just as many, but much bigger, 
deer are harvested - from land which has 
multiple other economic uses in addition.
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Tysnes: an example of red deer
hunting & management at local level
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Area: 25510ha
(Comparisons: Atholl -
Forest Lodge, West Hand, 
Bruar, Clunes, Dalnamein
beats: 33909ha; Invermark
(deerstalking area) 
17700ha)

Population: 2782

(10.9/km2.; Highland region 
excluding Inverness: 
5.95/km2)
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Categories ‘stags’ and ‘hinds’ include yearlings and older (age class 2+) animals
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Optimising for stags

• In Norway, the age and sex balance of the annual red deer harvest
is primarily adjusted to optimise venison production. 

• In Scotland, trophy heads are often the primary concern. 
Population sex ratios and harvest levels can be adjusted
accordingly.

• For example, for a sustainable cull of 50 stags a year in Scotland, 
research indicates that the post-cull (ie late winter) population 
would be 300 1+ stags (ie 1-year-old or older); 150 1+ hinds, and 
100 calves (assuming a hind cull of yelds/immatures only); or a 
total population of 550 red deer. Other hind culling strategies yield 
total required populations of 600 and 650 (Buckland et al 1996). 

• The authors state “Suppose a deer manager is responsible for 3000 
adult deer, and 50 mature stags are stalked each year. Our 
modelling suggests that the population could be reduced 
fivefold, and still 50 mature stags could be stalked per year” 
(Buckland et al 1996). 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2405021
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2405021
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Stalking (‘snikjakt’, 
literally ‘sneak
hunting’) 
in West Norway
(Stag is about 3 years old)
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A ‘good
average’ adult 
stag, with a 
dressed
carcass weight
of about 90kg



Summary
• In 1900, wild reindeer in Norway were strongly reduced in numbers. Red deer and moose were very rare and range 

restricted. Roe deer were extinct. This was due mainly to hunting pressure from the general human population, who lived
on the land; through habitat loss (deforestation); and through competition with domestic stock.

• Legislation dating from the later 1940s introduced modern game mangement methods based on an adaptive-
management quota system.

• Deer, as wild animals, are part of the national patrimony and managed as such.

• Landowners have the right to the harvest quotas determined by the system. They may use them, give them away, or sell
them in a free market.

• Since the new system was instituted, reindeer populations have generally increased. Red deer, moose, and roe deer
populations have increased enormously, and ranges expanded very considerably. Red deer range continues to expand
rapidly from the fjord regions. Moose and roe deer ranges are expanding slowly into the fjord regions, which have many
internal barriers to spread.

• Red deer and moose quotas are issued by ‘vald’ (hunting beat). Smaller landowners may have to group together to 
produce an area large enough to constitute a vald. Reindeer are managed under a separate system; roe deer are treated
as small game.

• Hunting is a widespread activity; 20% of men and 2% of women over 16 have passed the hunting licence test (akin to a 
driver’s licence). Social acceptance of hunting is very high.

• In recent years, there has been a managed reduction of reindeer, moose and red deer in many areas. The primary reason
has been reductions in average carcass weights, fecundity, and nonhunting mortality due to intraspecific competition for 
food. Reducing collisions with traffic have been another motive.

• Research indicates that if deer weights are kept at the natural weights for the species through population management, 
all the other benefits desired (maintaining tree regeneration, reducing road accidents, animal welfare, etc. follow). 

• Harvest levels of red deer per unit area in Tysnes, a typical red deer district in west Norway, are similar to Scottish deer
forests, though animals are much larger. The modern landscape is well wooded, there is abundant natural regeneration, 
and the same land supports several other economic uses in addition to deer harvesting. Non-hunting mortality is low, and 
fecundity higher than in Scotland. 


